
 

 

Transition…or, “HELP!!! You can’t get there from here!” 
 
I was reminded today of how challenging transition can be, when it seems that life has stopped 
at an impasse, and there’s no way to get where you want to go from where you are. Then the 
refreshment of a real breakthrough after which things are forever changed, the problem so gone 
it was never there. If we accept the new reality and don’t look back, our life takes a new, better 
course. 
 
I have lived through a few transitions myself over the last six years, including getting a divorce, 
multiple moves, adopting puppies, the launch of Mozi-Q and Mederi, leaving Xerion after 13 
years, founding a college, graduating my first class, finding a new life partner, losing him to can-
cer, climbing to the summit of Mount Kilimanjaro as a tribute and to assuage my grief…it has 
been a whirlwind to say the least.  
 
I have found great inspiration and hope in my clients’ breakthroughs that allowed them to leave 
past hurts behind, get over the impasses and move into new ways of being. Homeopathy has a 
quiet, graceful way of creating an opening in a old pattern, allowing us to make a choice rather 
than continue with useless thoughts, behaviour and reactions.  
 
For mothers, interesting the parallel in childbirth, those moments in “transition” when we are 
sure we cannot do this, decide to pack up and go home…and, it’s right before it’s time to push 
the baby out! 
 
As I write, in one of my favourite coffee shops, a woman with a limp has bought coffee for a 
stranger. The debit machine had been stuck, not working. He thought it was his card. The ma-
chine was fixed and the woman took the opportunity to be kind. As she walked out the back 
door, I thought, “this will cause her health to improve. She has done something to change the 
pattern that causes her to walk with a limp.” At the very least, she has given a little hope to that 
man, who perhaps had some doubt about whether he had enough money in his account to 
cover his coffee. And, she has inspired me to affirm healing for her, and to tell you about it in 
this article! What an effect! And she did not even know that I observed her act of kindness! 
 
Homeopathy is like that. I cannot count how many times clients have come for followups and 
said, “nothing has changed.” Then over the course of the next 30 minutes we discover that her 
year-long battle with headaches has ceased, she’s lost 15 pounds, her relationship with her 
daughter is transformed and she got a promotion!  At the end of the appointment she says 
something like, “I feel more like myself than I have in the past 16 years. I got me back.” And it 
seemed like nothing was happening while everything changed.  
 
The founder of homeopathy defined health as the freedom to pursue one’s highest calling. 
That’s what we aspire to, are called to, dare to ask for, as homeopaths for ourselves, our stu-
dents and our clients. 
 
As for my transitions, just as taking a homeopathic remedy changes things, so does studying 
and practicing as a homeopath and then multiply that by ten when you teach it! My Maker has 
used this wonderful healing art to bring out the best in me, to guide me through a series of im-
passes in the depths of my being, to be free of that which stops me from being all I can be in 
this life. Many of you have been with me through these transitions. As my clients, you have 
given me the opportunity to walk with you for some of your journey. As my friends, you have 



 

 

loved me through ups and downs. As my students, you have listened, learned and now make 
homeopathy your own, engaging in your necessary transitions. As my colleagues, you have in-
spired and supported my bold endeavours. As my family, you continue to love and support me. 
For all of you I am eternally grateful. 
 
The journey is fresh again. Homeopathy does not let us stand still. The clearer road promises 
more love, joy, and fulfillment and I look forward to meeting you again soon. 
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